2002 jeep liberty overheating

I have a Jeep Liberty, the AC was not working so we replaced the compressor. Car is still
overheating everything is flowing through the system the fans are working properly but it still
overheats any ideas!?? Michele answered 2 years ago. I'm not a mechanic, but I recently had
repairs to my Jeep Liberty Sport for an overheating problem similar to that of several other
people who asked the question five years ago below. It might need replaced, along with related
parts e. See my repair invoice photo uploaded below and all the parts highlighted in the red
circles -- one or more of these may be contributing to your problem. Get out your money! Good
luck! Then the AC worked but the car started overheating, so we changed the water pump, the
thermostat, and the radiato Hey guys, i have an issue with my 06 Jeep liberty overheating and
its diving me nuts Ive changed the thermostat three times I have a Jeep liberty that runs fine on
highways and through town but when I drive over mountains she overheats pretty quickly. I
dont push her very hard over the mountains and she still over h I have a Jeep Liberty. I noticed
a high pitched ticking sound to begin with and a couple weeks ago the heater started to blow
cool to warming air one morning. Later that day I could hear gurgli I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Liberty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Liberty Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Bought a Liberty 3 weeks
ago. Does fine driving around town. After about 30 miles on the highway with air conditioner
running, it overheats. Have had it in the shop twice with a new thermostat, new coolant with
flushing, etc. No improvement. Fordtudor37 answered 7 years ago. Sounds like the
thermostatically controlled cooling fan "clutch" or the thermostatically controlled electrical
"switch" is bad. The thermostatically controlled electrical "switch" completes the circuit and
tells the electric fan to "turn on" once the engine coolant has reached a preset temperature. A
thermostatically controlled "clutch" fan is attached to the water pump via a "clutch" round cast
metal disc which has a spring inside that the fan is attached to and when the engine
temperature is reached, the spring inside the "Clutch" tightens up and causes the fan to spin
faster. Which ever one you have is broken and needs to be replaced. If coolant cant flow, eng.
Guru6BMP answered 3 years ago. Chuck's answered 2 years ago. I have a Jeep liberty that runs
fine on highways and through town but when I drive over mountains she overheats pretty
quickly. I dont push her very hard over the mountains and she still over h Have had it in the
shop twice with a new thermostat Hey guys, i have an issue with my 06 Jeep liberty overheating
and its diving me nuts Ive changed the thermostat three times I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Jeep Liberty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Liberty Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I am the second owner of this
vehicle and lightly drive. While visiting my mom, my radiator had to be replaced. I have since
had the radiator flushed, cap switched, new thermostat, new water pump Still was overheating.
Now I am told gaskets need repaired. Getting estimates of twelve hundred and up to fix. I
bought this Jeep in 06 and half of the cylinders went bad within the first thirty days. Was under
warranty. Found a used engine with only Then two years later ac unit seized and had to be
removed because I could not afford to fix. It has had expensive brake work done also. I have
been told by every mechanic that I have spoken with that these engines are garbage. Engine
overheated. Mechanic said the thermostat had failed, so I replaced it. I had to once again borrow
from my mother, this stupid car has cost a fortune. I thought Jeep was a good dependable
vehicle. Yeah, right. Ugh, where to begin. So I was on my way up to Charlotte, NC from
Charleston, SC to visit some friends when I noticed that the truck in front of me had an
uncovered trailer with a tarp tied around the boxes. Well he was going 80mph and the tarp blew
off part way revealing a dog crate. For some odd reason the dog crate had a hole in it and as
you can imagine Fido leaped out into the highway in front of me. Some how he lived and even
started chasing his owner's car all the while I am shaking with disbelief I punch the gas to catch
up with the driver who just had a doggy overboard incident. I caught up to him going 90 mph
and pulled him over and he turned around and collected his dog. I pulled back onto the road
only to hear a "ding ding ding" coming from my dash. I had overheated my Jeep, badly. I have
had minor work done there before and have been satisfied with their service. I explained what

happened to the Jeep and how it happened and the mechanic advised that he would take a look
at it and let me know what the problem was. I get my Jeep back after paying SpeeDee and
realizing I was going to spend the rest of my life eating Raman Noodles only to have it overheat
the next day! I take it back into SpeeDee and drop it off yet again. The mechanic advised that the
thermostat may be bad but that it seemed to be running fine but if it overheats again to let him
know, which it did, 3 days later. So yet again I take it up to SpeeDee and drop it off and the
mechanic advises that I now need an electric fan. They finally call me and tell me it's ready to be
picked up so I drop off my rental and pick up my Jeep after realizing that I now can't even afford
Raman Noodles. I get about 10 feet away from the building when my check engine light comes
on and my Jeep starts shaking horribly. I turn back around and ask them if my car is fixed why
is it shaking with the check engine light on? They run a scan on it and determined that I have a
misfire on cylinder 4. They advise that they need to keep it overnight so that they can determine
what caused the issue. The problem was, I just returned my rental car and they were closed for
the night so I had no way to get home or to get to work the next day. I advise them that since I
have no means of transportation other than my misfiring Jeep I have no choice but to take it.
They let me. Driving on a misfiring cylinder is one of the most frightening things I have ever
done. So the next morning I take it back in and rent yet another car. I wait until about pm and
still hadn't heard anything from them so I decided to call and see what they were going to tell
me next. Maybe I had a unicorn trapped under my hood? The manager advised that they were
busy with oil changes all day and didn't have time to get to it so it would have to wait until the
next day. Hmm, ok that's not going to work for me. I told her that it was not my fault that I had to
bring the car back to begin with and if she needed to keep it overnight she was going to rent a
car for me. She agreed, sort of, and I called enterprise to secure my rental for another day. At
pm the same day I was just leaving my office when SpeeDee called and said that they had a
master mechanic come and fix my car and that it was once again ready to be picked up. I asked
to speak with the mechanic who had been working on my car throughout the last few weeks and
the manager advised that unfortunately he was arrested while test driving my car the day
before. Yes, my mechanic was arrested and placed in jail while test driving my Jeep. I didn't
know what to say at that point so I returned the rental car and picked up the Jeep. I have now
taken my Jeep to SpeeDee 8 times and it still wasn't running right. It wasn't overheating but also
wasn't running like it should so I decided to take it to the Jeep Dealership because they are
supposed to be the "reliable" mechanics. Not so much. They hold onto my Jeep for 3 days and
said that while test driving it it overheated and they were going to perform a hydrocarbon test to
see if there is a blown head gasket. Supposedly SpeeDee had done both a Pressure Test and a
UV Test and both came back negative for hydrocarbons or leaks but at this point I just wanted
to get the problem solved. I almost lost it. The mechanic at the Jeep Dealer asked me if it was ok
to go into the engine and determine where the leak was coming from with the blown head
gasket. I said sure, I mean at this point I was going to dispute the charges on my credit card that
SpeeDee charged me since apparently the work they did was faulty and I had not one but two
blown head gaskets! I wasn't planning on having the repairs done on the Jeep since I was just
going to trade the thing in anyways to get a new car but I wanted as much info on the damage
that I could get to make the credit card dispute easier. I called the Jeep Dealer back a few hours
later to see if they found the leak and they said that it was difficult work and could take some
time. I honestly didn't want to deal with paying for a rental any longer and told him to put it back
together and I would pick it up by He said that since they took it apart the only way I would be
able to get it from their shop would be to replace both heads or have it towed. I almost cried. I
called the jail bird mechanic at SpeeDee and told him what the Jeep Dealer had found and what
they had to do and he was adament that the head gaskets were not blown and that I needed to
get the heads from the Jeep Dealer so that he could take a look at them. I call the Jeep Dealer
and tell the mechanic that I will be there in 20 minutes to pick up the old heads. He faltered and
said that he would have to get them to me tomorrow. I asked him why and he said that he hadn't
removed them yet. Yes, he straight up lied to me. He said that my engine had been taken apart
and that they had already removed the heads from the gaskets and that I needed to buy new
ones but when I told him that I wanted the old heads he knew he wouldn't be able to remove
them in time and fessed up that they hadn't even touched my Jeep during the entire day! So
after work I picked up my Jeep and have decided that it's getting traded in as is. Technician
claimed there were no problems spotted and there could have been an air pocket hard air in the
system. They pressure tested and checked the engine coolant cap. The vehicle overheated
again at a later date and was not carried to the Dealer for repair. The problem cleared itself. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports replace
radiator 2 reports new cooling system 1 reports replace thermostat 1 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful

websites No one has added a helpful site for this Liberty problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Jeep mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Radiator went out and had to replace it. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I am not to
knowledgeable when it comes to vehicles so I figured I would come to a vehicle community in
the hopes that maybe someone could point me in the right direction. I am starting college in
less than a week and I need my vehicle to be in good working order. It has been overheating
after I have been going slow down dirt roads, going no more than 30mph. It has overheated
three times, and each time is has overheated the engine dings and right after it dings I start
seeing steam from the coolant that has leaked out of the tank onto the motor. Right when I see it
getting into the red I pull over and shut the car off to keep the engine from getting any hotter.
The only times I have problems is when I am going down dirt roads or after I have been on them
and am now back on paved roads. The only time I found a leak was the most recent time it
overheated and I saw a thin mist of coolant spraying from the radiator, but I think this was from
it getting so hot and so much pressure building up that it cracked around the molding of the
radiator. So other than this little leak in the top right corner of the radiator, coolant is not leaking
from the lines. I think it could be a few things:. When the engine is running hot check to see if
the cooling fan is running on high speed, the fan motor or fan relay could be failing. But Usually
when it is hot, as in it being in the red, I turn the engine off to prevent it over heating to the point
where the engine ceases. One thing I forgot to mention was that I had to change the motor relay
fuse because it had blown, so if the fan relay is failing then I suppose it would be trying to take
to much current and cause the fuse to blow in the first place. Thanks for the reply. Also, I have
just one question in regard to your post. Seems like a pressure test is in order. It may also tell
you if there is a bad head gasket because if it is not leaking at the crack or anywhere else you
see, might be a hesd gasket. If you replace the cracked rad do the T-stat, too. I would replace
the fan relay as a matter of course. They are cheap and easy to replace. Thank you all for the
replies. I wanted to make an update on the situation. Earlier this morning I put the Jeep in
neutral and revved the engine to have it get hot. I turned it on once and gassed it and turned it
off for a little while, then I turned it back on and did the same thing. A few minutes after I turned
the engine off a mechanic that comes into the store I work at looked at everything. He had me
turn the engine on and he was looking at the fan. He started hitting it and then it started blowing
again. He said that the biggest problem, if not the only problem, was that the fan was bad, which
made it just stop working at times. I think it is worth noting that the coolant tank was basically
empty when I started checking it out. I filled a jug up with water and put it in the tank and revved
the engine. I looked at the tank again while looking at the fan and for leaks and the tank was
empty. I looked to see if it leaked onto the ground but there was not puddle of water, so this
leaves me to believe that the water pump and thermostat are doing their jobs and getting the
coolant flowing. I think that this might be what caused the engine to overheat without warning
while I was testing it this morning. Once I have the new fan I will purge the lines and refill the
Jeep with a new jug of coolant. Again thank you everyone for your replies. This community has
helped me greatly and I send you all my best regards. I think it could be a few things: I think it
could be the thermostat. It could also be the water pump. Like I said earlier for some reason it
might not be getting good circulation so maybe this is the problem. The fan could have gone
bad. I am not so certain on this one as the first two because a few days ago I was testing to see
if the fan worked and I put the car in neutral and pressed on the gas pedal and I got out and
looked at the fan and it was spinning and it looked like it was spinning normally. The fan wire
plug could have gone bad. I have thought about this and thinking that maybe while going down
the dirt roads this plug jiggles just enough to lose a proper connection and could have blew
itself. Lastly the other thing I can think of it being is the radiator. I know I need to replace it
anyways because of the little hair sized crack, but is there a possibility that it is causing the
problem? I have a general idea of what problems I could be having, but I am not even sure if the
problem is even any of the 5 things I listed. So, with that said, I suppose that I am asking people
who know more about cars than me to see what their opinions are about the problem I am
facing, so just some ideas would mean a lot. I have watched some videos recently to get a
better idea of the problem, and I think the engine layout for Jeep Liberties from the model up to
the model are almost identical, so if any of you have worked on a Jeep Liberty with a similar
problem to me from within this time gap then your post would be great. Thank you to all who
have read my post, and any response will be greatly appreciated. Are you sure the coolant level
is full and purged of all air? The blown fuse was an indication that the fan motor was failing. The
radiator fan clutch may be faulty. Check for leaks. Usually, there are useless on the highway
since there is already cold air flow through the radiator. Checking the fan clutch is a little tricky,
but a good indication is asking a friend to turn the engine off when it is hot while you look at th
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e fan. Check the radiator and the coolant pump coolant pump checking requires some work, so
it is not the first thing to doâ€¦ and usually it will start leaking before ending its life. Next, check
the radiator, it might be clogged and dirty. Have you ever cleaned it? Most of the overheating
issues are being solved while cleaning the radiator or replacing it with a new one. In the
Cherokee XJ you should fill the radiator with coolant and let the engine work and reach normal
working temperature for at least minutes. Skip to content. How To. January 13, December 15,
Saar overheating , radiator , t. How to avoid overheating? The first thing would be to keep the
cooling system in proper shape. DO NOT use regular water as coolant. My Jeep overheats, What
should I do? If there is a play in the coolant pump pulley, or there is coolant around it, replace it.
As written before, check the coolant pump. In the Grand Cherokee WJ there is a screw that
should be open, we will publish an article soon.

